
Student Learning Plan 

Name:  Sylvia S. Fafalios 

Subject:  Social Studies  

Grade:  1 

Goal:    

Importance of the lesson, relevance for students 

The students will identify several similarities and differences comparing Plymouth Pilgrims and 21st 

century Americans including but not limited to shelter, clothing, and sustenance, culminating with a 

reenactment of the First Thanksgiving feast.  The students will observe historical lifestyle and 

celebration of Thanksgiving as compared to today.  

 

Related Primary and Secondary Sources: 

School children’s Thanksgiving Games, 11/27/11 http://hdl.loc.gov/pnp/cph.3a17442  

The first Thanksgiving 1621 / J.L.G.Ferris.   

Call Number:  LC-B2-2341-2 [P&P]  

Digital ID:  (color film copy transparency) cph 3g04961  http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/chp.3g04961  

(b&w film copy neg.) cph 3a17442 http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/chp.3a17442  

Call Number:  Lot 4579 [item] [P&P] 

Reproduction Number :  LC-USZC4-4961 (color film copy transparency)  LC-USZ62-15195 (b&w film copy 

neg.) 

Plymouth Rock, in front of Pilgrim Hall, “1834” 

Call Number:  U.S. GEOG FILE –Mass.—Plymouth—Plymouth Rock  [P&P] 

Reproduction Number:  LC-USZ62-97130 (b&w film copy)  

Political world map.   G3299 ct002063  http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3200.ct002063  

 

 

Expected Duration:   5 days  

http://hdl.loc.gov/pnp/cph.3a17442
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/chp.3g04961
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/chp.3a17442
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3200.ct002063


   

Objectives  

Academic Standards: 

X  Pennsylvania              __ ___ National (SPA)   

United States History  8.3.3 A,B 

Historical Analysis and Skills Development  8.1.3A,B,C  

  

Assessment method:   Each student will illustrate and/or write one similarity or difference learned 

through discussion and observation of content material.  During the course of the week, each student 

will display and explain their finished product. 

 

Objectives are:  

 X Cognitive         ____ Affective     __X__ Psychomotor 

 

Student Objectives:  (related to assessment) 

As a result of this lesson, the students will be able to:   

1. Identify contributions of a Pilgrim group. 

2. Identify the monument of the Pilgrims’ landing at Plymouth Rock. 

3. Understand chronological thinking distinguished between the past and present. 

4. Relate and understand visual data from Point A to Point B (crossing the Atlantic Ocean).  

 

Content Notes and Questions for Students: 

The teacher will elicit prior knowledge regarding settlement of the Native Americans and the location of 

the Atlantic Ocean as the means of travel from Europe to North America.  We will have already 

discussed the importance of corn and how it was the basic staple in Pilgrim life.  During the feast, the 

students will observe and eat similar foods that were eaten by the Pilgrims as are consumed today.  

 

 

 



Professional Development 

Thoughts before/after Teaching the Lesson: 

I am thrilled to have learned about primary sources utilizing the Library of Congress.  With this lesson, 

the visuals that my first graders will be able to see will certainly increase their interest and knowledge 

regarding the content material of this lesson.  I look forward to finding additional resources, both visual 

and audio, for future lessons.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


